
Treaty Education  
This lesson has been adapted from https://

treaty6education.lskysd.ca/sites/treaty6education.lskysd.ca  

Name: Jason Shamel      Date:December 5,2015 
Subject: Social Studies                       Grade: 5 

Content: (Topic) 
Treatment of Indigenous people in Canada.  

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
- Direct Instruction 
- Cooperative learning

Outcomes:  
IN5.1 
Demonstrate an understanding of the 
Aboriginal heritage of Canada.

Indicators:  
Investigate the significant events and 
principle First Nations and Inuit leaders 
prior to and during the period of initial 
contact with Europeans . 
Assess the coming together of First 
Nations peoples with the French and 
British explorers and settlers, including 
the effect of the fur trade on the First 
Nations and the Métis in early Century. 

Prerequisite Learning:  
- In terms of prerequisite learning, students will require a knowledge of what is 

inclusion and exclusion. 
- Students will be required to know what constitutes a promise.  
- Students will be required to illustrate the relationships between two 

communities. For example, How were western Europeans treated in 
comparison to Indigenous communities? What is this problematic?  

https://treaty6education.lskysd.ca/sites/treaty6education.lskysd.ca


Adaptive Dimension:  
In terms of an adaptive dimension, students that are experiencing challenges will be 
paired up with students that are not appearing to experience challenges.  

- All instructions and questions will be placed on the board.  
- Subtitles will be placed on the board for visual learners.  
- Students who wish to work independently will be able to do so 

Materials Needed/Preparation 
- Access to a white board. 
- Access to a laptop 
- Access to workbooks 
- Dictionaries



Presentation: 

Set: Students will being the lesson by watching a 
video called “As long as the sun shines” from 
Youtube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VhwZQdaPdo0&feature=youtu.be  
Development: Students will be placed in 
predetermined groups and will discern what they 
think a treaty is. In addition to creating a hypothesis, 
students will be required to answer questions about 
the video. 

1. What does “treaty” mean to First Nations people? 
Who are the 4 nations that made Agreements in the 
area that was to become Saskatchewan? 
2. Why did the Canadian government want to sign 
treaties? 
3. Do Canadians benefit today from treaties? Why or 
Why not?  

Closure: After students have been given time to 
complete this assignment, students will share their 
thoughts about the given topic. Students will be 
encouraged to think about the previous lesson about 
how people who are thought to be too different were 
treated by the Canadian government. Are there any 
similarities? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhwZQdaPdo0&feature=youtu.be


Inclusion Posters 

Content: (Topic) 
Creating inclusive posters/ Commercials  

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
- Direct instructions 
- Modeling

Outcomes:  
IN5.2 
Analyze the evolution of Canada as a 
multicultural nation.

Indicators:  
Explain what motivates newcomers to 
move to Canada (e.g., 
entrepreneurship, employment, family 
reunification, refuge, education, 
reputation as a good place to live). 

Undertake an inquiry which compares 
the immigration policies and practices 
of the 19th century to those of the 
current era, and assess the results of 
those policies and practices. 

Identify the goals of various ethnic and 
cultural advocacy organizations in 
Canada, including First Nations, Inuit, 
and Métis organizations, as well as 
organizations supporting new 
immigrants to Canada. 

Prerequisite Learning:  

- In terms of prerequisite learning, students will be required to recall our 
lesson about prejudice legislation in Canada in the 19th century.   

- Students will require a knowledge of what constitutes inclusion and exclusion. 
- Students will cultivate basic advocacy skills.  



Adaptive Dimension:  
- In terms of an adaptive dimension, students that seem to experience 

challenges will be paired up with students that do not seem to experience 
challenges.  

- All instructions will be placed on the board.  
- Students will be encouraged to collaborate for this lesson. 

Materials Needed/Preparation 
- Access to poster board. 
- Access to 19th century propaganda posters( to serve as a model)  
- Dictionaries 
- Access to I pads  

Set: 
Students will come into the class and will see propaganda posters posted on the 
board. We will have a class discussion about what these messages mean. 
Development: 
Students will be required to create a poster that addresses the values that the 
Canadian mosaic model encourage. Students will be required to incorporate 
Treaty rights in their posters.  

- If students choose, they will be able to create a commercial that 
encourages people to come to Canada. This will be done with Ipads.  

Closure: Students will present their posters or commercials to the class. We will 
all discuss the ideas that are being presented. Are these ideals, Canadian ideals? 
What does this mean? 
Students will journal about their understanding of Canadian/ inclusive values.  

 



Canada Pre-contact  

  

Content: (Topic) 
Canada Pre-contact  

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
- Modeling 
- Direct instruction

Outcomes:  
IN5.1 
Demonstrate an understanding of the 
Aboriginal heritage of Canada.

Indicators:  
Locate on a map traditional First 
Nations and Inuit habitation areas in 
the era prior to European arrival, 
including the Northwest Pacific Coast, 
Interior Plateau, Plains, Eastern 
Woodland, Sub Arctic, and Arctic. 

Investigate the significant events and 
principle First Nations and Inuit leaders 
prior to and during the period of initial 
contact with Europeans. 

Assess the coming together of First 
Nations peoples with the French and 
British explorers and settlers, including 
the effect of the fur trade on the First 
Nations and the Métis in early Century. 

Prerequisite Learning:  
Students will require a knowledge of inclusion and exclusion. 

- Students will required a knowledge of Indigenous ways of knowing and 
worldview  

- A knowledge of the significance Storytelling plays in Indigenous communities.  

Adaptive Dimension:  
- In terms of an adaptive dimension, students that seem to be experiencing 

challenges will be able to have students that don’t seem to be experiencing 
challenges as a model.  

- All instruction will be placed on the board.  
- Dictionaries will be provided.  
- Any physical limitations will be addressed in consultation with the learning 

resource teacher. 



Materials Needed/Preparation 
- Access to a variety of resources( online, books, audio books) 
- Dictionaries. 
- Access to a contemporary and pre-contact maps 
- Pencils 

Set: Students will come into the classroom and will see a map of Canada 
before European contact. Students will be required to brainstorm reasons for 
why indigenous communities occupied certain spaces. Does the environment 
play a role in the selection of a space? Are there resources available? What 
would one have to do when considering occupying a certain space?  

Development: 
Students will be provided with a handout of pre-contact Canada. Students will 
be placed into predetermined groups and will be provided with a specific 
Indigenous community. Students will be required to label the entire country 
with the Indigenous communities that occupied the space.  

After labelling the country, students will be required to investigate any 
Indigenous communities that occupy a part of the country. Students will be 
required to contemplate how these communities thrived in these spaces. 
What were the available resources? Did Indigenous communities ever move 
around in order to maintain the success of their communities? 

Closure: 
Students will be required to present their results to the class. After this is 
completed, students will be required to brainstorm versions of how they 
imagine Canada was before Europeans colonized Canada. 

- Students will be required to journal their thoughts in their social 
studies journal. 

 



Roles and Responsibilities of Indigenous Community members 

Name: Jason Shamel       Date: December 5, 2015 
Subject: Social Studies                Grade: 5 

Content: (Topic) 
Examining different roles in Indigenous 
communities.  

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
- Direct Instruction

Outcomes:  
IN5.1 
Demonstrate an understanding of the 
Aboriginal heritage of Canada.

Indicators:  

Research similarities and differences in 
ways of life among First Nations and 
Inuit communities prior to European 
contact (e.g., men’s roles, women’s 
roles, children’s roles). 

Trace the evolution of the Métis in 
Canada, including their origins, 
language, and major historical events 
(e.g., the Métis of Red River, the North 
West Resistance). 

Prerequisite Learning:  
Students will require a knowledge of pre-contact Canadian society. 
Students will require a knowledge of Indigenous ways of knowing.  
Students will require a basic understanding of gender.

Adaptive Dimension:  

- In terms of an adaptive dimension, all concepts will be represented on the 
white board.  

- Our current understanding of gender will serve as a model when considering 
indigenous ways of understanding gender. 

Materials Needed/Preparation 
- Access to a resources ( Computers, books, audiobooks) 
- Journals to record their work.



Set: Students will enter the class and will see a map of Pre-contact Canada on 
the board. As a class, we will discuss the various Indigenous communities that 
compose Canadian Communities. This will serve as a model for how this lesson 
will operate.  
Development: 

Students will be placed in the groups that they were in for the previous lesson 
that addressed Indigenous communities. In their groups, students will research 
the different and multidimensional roles and responsibilities of men, women, 
and children. The groups to be explored will be as follows: Inuit, Plains Cree, 
Huron, Ojibwe, Mi’amaq, Dene.  

After the research has been accumulated, students will be required to share 
their results with the class. On the board there will be 3 categories: men, 
women, and children. Every student will be required to write a sentence on a 
post it and place what they’ve learned about different roles in different 
communities on the board. The post-its on the board will serve as an opportunity 
for a group discussion. Are the roles and responsibilities of men, women, and 
children similar to that of other groups? What’s different? What role did women 
have? What about children? Children are seen as the center of the community, 
what do you think about that? 

Closure: 

In terms of a closure, students will be required to journal about their thoughts 
about the roles that men, women, and children have in Indigenous communities. 
What are the differences between these community values? 



Elder Visit 

  

Content: (Topic) 
Visit from an Elder  

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
- Direct Instruction 
- Cooperative Learning

Outcomes:  
IN5.1 
Demonstrate an understanding of the 
Aboriginal heritage of Canada.

Indicators:  

Assess the coming together of First 
Nations peoples with the French and 
British explorers and settlers, including 
the effect of the fur trade on the First 
Nations and the Métis in early C 

Trace the evolution of the Métis in 
Canada, including their origins, 
language, and major historical events 
(e.g., the Métis of Red River, the North 
West Resistance). 

Paraphrase a traditional narrative about 
the origins of the First Nations or Inuit 
peoples, about the relationship with 
the natural environment, and 
connections between spirituality and 
the natural environment. 

Prerequisite Learning:  
- Students will require a basic knowledge of Indigenous communities and the 

sacred nature of storytelling 
- Students and teachers will require a knowledge of protocols that are present 

in Indigenous communities.  



Adaptive Dimension:  
- Any adaptions that are required will be considered in consultation with a 

Learning resource teacher. 
- All questions will be placed on the board

Materials Needed/Preparation 
- Gifts (Tobacco) for the Elder that is providing our class with knowledge. 
- Consultation with the Elder will need to take place prior to lesson. 
- Access to a white board. 

Set: Students will come into the classroom and will be introduced to an Elder. 
This will not be a surprise for students. They will be aware that we will be visited 
by an Elder earlier in the Unit. Students will be reminded of the importance of 
storytelling in Indigenous communities. Students will be provided with questions 
to keep in mind during the course of the Elder’s lecture. All questions will be 
written on the board prior to the arrival of students.  

Development: 
 In this portion of the lesson, the elder will tell a story, pertaining to creation of 
the world to the class. This story will illustrate the relationships between 
worldview and culture. Prior to the experience, students will be required to 
compose questions about what they think the experience will be like. In addition, 
students will be made aware of the nature of storytelling in indigenous 
communities.  

Closure: Students will be invited to ask questions and to share their feelings 
towards the lecture. Students will be required to respond to the lecture in their 
social studies journal.  

- The Elder will be provided with tobacco as protocol dictates. 

 



 Metis People in Canada 

  

Content: (Topic) 

Metis Communities 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
- Direct Instruction

Outcomes:  
IN5.1 
Demonstrate an understanding of the 
Aboriginal heritage of Canada.

Indicators:  
Trace the evolution of the Métis in 
Canada, including their origins, 
language, and major historical events 
(e.g., the Métis of Red River, the North 
West Resistance). 

Paraphrase a traditional narrative about 
the origins of the First Nations or Inuit 
peoples, about the relationship with 
the natural environment, and 
connections between spirituality and 
the natural environment 

Prerequisite Learning:  
- Students will require a knowledge of the presence of aboriginal people in 

Canada.  

Adaptive Dimension:  
- In terms of an adaptive dimension, all instructions will be placed on the 

board. 



Materials Needed/Preparation 
-White paper 

- Paint  
- Pencils  
- Journals 
- Copy of Beatrice Mosionier’s “Spirit of the White Bison.” 

Set: 

At the beginning of the lesson, we will read Mosionier’s “Spirit of the white 
bison”. Upon completion of the story, students will brainstorm about what they 
think it means to be Meits.  

Development: 
During the course of the lesson, students will be required to create their own 
Metis flags.  There will be an example on the board to serve as a model.  

Closure: Students will be required to share their flags with the class.  Students 
will be required to journal about their understanding about Metis members of our 
community. 

 


